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HYDRAULIC SYSTEM CALIBRATION METHOD AND APPARATUS

Field of the Invention

[0001] The present invention relates to a hydraulic system calibration method, and,

more particularly to hydraulic system calibration method associated with a ground-

engaging vehicle.

Background of the Invention

[0002] Construction equipment utilizes power sources such as diesel engines to

provide power to move the construction equipment from location to location and

power the hydraulic and electrical systems thereon. The hydraulic system typically

includes a hydraulic pump that is driven by the engine supplying pressurized

hydraulic fluid drawn from a reservoir. The pressurized hydraulic fluid is directed by

an operator using levers, pedals and/or joysticks. The control systems may include

positional controls that are moved by the operator with the change in position of the

control being electrically detected by sensing devices. The position of the controls is

conveyed to a controller circuit. The controller circuit interprets the signals and

provides controlling signals in the form of electrical current to electro-hydraulic valves

so that the pressurized hydraulic fluid can be directed to a hydraulic cylinder as

directed by the operator.

[0003] The amount of electrical current required to actuate a valve is dependent

upon the characteristics of the valve and the variation of manufacturing tolerances of

both the electrical actuation portion and the mechanical characteristics of the valve

itself. For example, variations in the valve mechanism can alter the amount of

physical force needed to actuate the valve. Additionally, electrical variables, such as

the number of turns of a coil can vary somewhat from coil to coil thereby providing a

variation in the operation of the valve. A proportional valve, which may be operated

by a servomechanism or similar type device, may also vary from unit to unit thereby

creating some uncertainty as to the amount of current necessary to actuate the

valve.

[0004] What is needed in the art is a simple self-contained calibration method to

functionally remove variability inherent with the construction of an electro-hydraulic

valve.



Summary of the Invention

[0005] The present invention provides a calibration method and system for the

calibration of electro-hydraulic valves on a piece of construction equipment utilizing

the elements of the construction equipment and without the use of outside

equipment.

[0006] The invention in one form is directed to a ground-engaging vehicle including

a frame, an engine connected to the frame, a controller, and a hydraulic system

powered by the engine. The hydraulic system includes a plurality of actuators, a

plurality of valves, and at least one sensor. The plurality of valves include a first

valve associated with a corresponding one of the plurality of actuators. Each of the

plurality of valves is operatively connected to the controller. The at least one sensor

is adapted to send a signal to the controller indicating a flow of hydraulic fluid

through the first valve. The controller is adapted to open the first valve allowing

hydraulic fluid to pressurize a first actuator until the first actuator is driven to an end

of its stroke. The controller is further adapted to close the valve and send an

increasing current to the valve. The at least one sensor detects a flow of hydraulic

fluid through the valve and the controller is adapted to establish a threshold current

value as the value of the increasing current when the at least one sensor detects the

flow of the hydraulic fluid through the valve.

Brief Description of the Drawings

[0007] Fig. 1 is a side view of a ground engaging vehicle, in the form of a

backhoe/loader that utilizes an embodiment of the calibration system of the present

invention;

[0008] Fig. 2 is a schematical diagram illustrating the interconnection of portions of

systems used by calibration system used in the backhoe/loader of Fig. 1;

[0009] Fig. 3 is a flow chart illustrating elements of the calibration method used in

Figs. 1 and 2; and

[0010] Fig. 4 is a flow chart illustrating a further method utilized in the method of

Fig. 3.

Detailed Description of the Invention

[001 1] Referring now to the drawings, and more particularly to Fig. 1 there is shown

a backhoe/loader system 10 including a backhoe section 12, a loader section 14, an



engine 16, a frame 18, operator controls 20 and a cab 22. Backhoe/loader system

10, also known as a ground-engaging vehicle 10 has an engine 16 that operatively

drives the hydraulic system that provides hydraulic power to actuators associated

with both backhoe portion 12 and loader 14. Operator controls 20 located inside of

cab 22 may include a variety of levers, foot pedals and/or joysticks for the operation

of various hydraulic cylinders of system 10.

[0012] Now, additionally referring to Fig. 2 there are shown elements associated

with system 10 that are utilized by the method of the present invention including a

display monitor 24, a controller 26, valves 28, actuators 30, position sensors 32, a

pump 34 and pressure sensors 36. Display monitor 24 is located in cab 22 and

provides the operator information about the operation of systems within

backhoe/loader 10. For example, display monitor 24 may provide status information

on the engine, electrical and hydraulic systems. Further, display monitor 24 can

issue commands to the operator as well as allow the operator to select choices

thereon. Display monitor 24 is under the operative control of controller 26 that sends

information to display monitor 24 and receives information both from display monitor

24 and operator controls 20 from the operator.

[0013] Pump 34 provides hydraulically pressurized fluid to valves 28, which then

direct pressurized fluid to actuators 30. The interconnecting lines although depicted

as a single line in Fig. 2 is meant to convey the meaning that there are multiple

independent paths between valves 28 to associated corresponding actuators 30

throughout system 10. Actuators 30 include the hydraulic cylinders associated with

backhoe section 12 and loader section 14. Position sensors 32 likewise are each

coupled to corresponding actuators 30 and provides positional information to

controller 26.

[0014] Pressure sensors 36 provide pressure information to controller 26 of the

hydraulic fluid pressure at locations associated with valves 28. Pressure sensed by

pressure sensor 36 is dependent upon its position in the fluid flow through valves 28.

For example, pressure sensor 36 can be located to read the pressure in the

pressurized line between valve 28 and an actuator 30. In contrast, pressure sensor

36 may be located on the low-pressure side of valve 28. Valves 28 are electro-

hydraulic valves 28 that include information that is accessible by controller 26.

Information associated with each valve 28 includes a threshold electrical current



necessary to start flow of fluid through a particular valve 28 as well as a maximum

flow current where maximum flow through the valve is accomplished at that electrical

current. The initial values of the threshold current and maximum flow current may be

established by the manufacturer of the valve, or by a previous calibration, and is

utilized by the present method. Since there can also be a variation in the

measurement of current at the manufacturer and by controller 26 the calibration

values established for each valve 28 are updated by the present invention.

[0015] The method of the present invention is initiated by the operator or upon a

predetermined condition. Predetermined conditions may include the complete

removal of electrical power from system 10 or after a disconnection of valve 28 is

detected.

[0016] Now, additionally referring to Fig. 3 there is shown a method 100 that is

carried out by the elements discussed above. One initiation of the present method is

that an operator selects the calibration method by selecting the option from elements

displayed on display monitor 24. Once method 100 is initiated, the operator is

prompted to select whether all valves are to be calibrated at step 102. If only one

valve is to be calibrated then the operator selects that valve at step 104. The

attributes associated with a valve 28 is read at step 106 those attributes include the

threshold current and maximum flow current of each valve that was previously

stored. The threshold current and maximum flow current for the selected valve,

utilized in the present method, is considered the initial values. The initial threshold

value and the initial maximum flow current value are measured and stored in a

memory associated with the valve by the manufacture or are the values saved during

the last calibration of the valve. At step 108 instructions are displayed on monitor 24

that tell the operator to move a particular control to a particular position, such as

raising the boom and to keep holding that control, such as a stick, while the

calibration method detects the full stroke movement of the hydraulic cylinder

associated with the boom. The full stroke of the boom may be detected by a position

sensor 32 and pressure sensor 36 will show a full system pressure, which can be on

the order of 3625 psi. The operator continues to hold the stick in the position while

the method detects compliance of the operator to the instructions, at step 110. While

the operator continues to hold the particular operator control 20 in the instructed

position the valve is calibrated at step 112.



[0017] Now, additionally referring to Fig. 4 there is illustrated method 112 for the

pressure associated with the selected hydraulic cylinders read at step 202. The

current supplied to the selected valve 28 is reduced to either a zero or a low value,

such as 400 milliamps. The current is reduced at step 204 to ensure that valve 28 is

closed. Steps 206, 208 and 2 10 are repeated until fluid flow is detected through the

selected valve 28 by the detection of reduction in backpressure in the hydraulic

cylinder as valve 28 is opened. This is accomplished by reading pressure at step

206 incrementally increasing the current supplied to valve 28 at step 208 and

controller 26 deciding if fluid flow has been detected at step 2 10. If no fluid flow is

detected then steps 206, 208 and 2 10 repeat. Once fluid flow is detected at step

2 10 then the threshold current is established at step 2 12. This is the minimum

current for operating valve 28. A new maximum flow current is established at step

2 14. The new maximum flow current is established by taking the initial maximum

flow current and adding to it the difference between the threshold established by

method 112 and the previous threshold value read at step 106. This new maximum

flow current is then saved either in controller 26 or in the memory associated with

valve 28. Additionally the threshold current is saved and replaces the initial

threshold current that is read at step 106. Method 112 then moves to step 114,

which simply uses the decision made at step 102 to determine whether one valve is

being calibrated or all of the valves are being calibrated. If all the valves are being

calibrated method 100 moves to step 116 to determine if the last valve has been

calibrated. If the last valve has not been calibrated then method 100 proceeds to

step 118 where the next valve is selected and the method returns to step 106 to

thereby provide further instructions to the operator to operate another control.

[0018] The use of pressure sensor 36 to detect the flow of a backpressure from its

selected actuator 30 is for purpose of illustration and may be carried out by a sensor

other than a pressure sensor, such as a flow detector. The communications to and

from controller 26 can be considered signals and in the case of signal to a valve 28

may be in the form of a current value that is proportionally selected to cause a

desired flow of fluid through the valve. For example, with the establishment of the

threshold current and the maximum flow current, the fluid flow through a valve 28

may be calculated as beginning at the threshold current flow and the maximum flow

occurring when the maximum flow current is supplied to the selected valve 28.



[0019] The calibration procedure uses controller 28, which may also be known as

an electro-hydraulic system controller on the controller area network (CAN) to

identify the current threshold where flow begins through the valve and calculates the

current where the maximum flow is achieved by utilizing the stored information

associated with a valve 28. The increase in current at step 208 is under the control

of controller 26 and is increased until the pressure rise in the load-sense system is

detected with the integrated pressure sensor 36. The pressure rise is a

characteristic trait indicating that the communication passages of valve 28 are open

to commence flow to an actuator. Once the threshold current and maximum flow

current points are identified by the present invention, a control algorithm is used to

estimate the flow relationship that can be used for the control of the hydraulic

actuators.

[0020] In one embodiment of the present invention, at step 202, system stall

pressure of an actuator 30 is detected by pressure sensor 36 on the outlet of pump

34, the stall pressure may be 3625 psi, as actuator 30 is fully extended. As the

current is reduced in step 204, system pressure drains off to a standby pressure of

about 110 psi as measured by pressure sensor 36. As method 112 iterates through

steps 206, 208, and 2 10, controller 26 is monitoring pressure sensor 36 looking for

an increase in pressure at the outlet of pump 34, which is the result of the

pressurized hydraulic fluid of the selected actuator 30 being fluidly connected to the

outlet of pump 34. The communication passage through the valve 28 associated

with the selected actuator 30 has just opened when the pressure increase is

detected to thereby establish the threshold current necessary to open the selected

valve 28. The threshold opening of the selected valve 28 establishes hydraulic

connectivity between actuator 30 and pump 34.

[0021] Advantageously the present invention is automated such that it does not rely

on an operator to determine the characteristic parameters necessary to optimize the

system. Another advantage of the present invention is that the calibration procedure

can be conducted on the vehicle, wherever the vehicle may be without the need for

external test equipment. Yet another advantage of the present invention is that the

calibration procedure can be done while the tractor is in service to accommodate

component where or component replacement in the field. This method allows for

variation in system components and the algorithm is thereby adapted to



accommodate for the manufacturing variation, to result in optimal system

performance of the backhoe/loader system 10.

[0022] Having described the preferred embodiment, it will become apparent that

various modifications can be made without departing from the scope of the invention

as defined in the accompanying claims.



Claims

1. A ground engaging vehicle, comprising:

a frame;

an engine connected to said frame;

a controller; and

a hydraulic system powered by said engine, said hydraulic system including:

a plurality of actuators;

a plurality of valves including a first valve associated with a

corresponding one of said plurality of actuators, each of said plurality of valves being

operatively connected to said controller; and

at least one sensor adapted to send a measured value to said

controller, said measured value representative of a hydraulic connectivity through

said first valve, said controller adapted to send a signal to each of said plurality of

valves, said controller further adapted to establish a threshold value representative

of a signal necessary to activate said first valve dependent upon said measured

value.

2. The ground engaging vehicle of claim 1, wherein said at least one sensor

includes a pressure sensor, said measured value being a hydraulic pressure value

provided by said pressure sensor.

3. The ground engaging vehicle of claim 2, wherein said controller is further

adapted to establish a maximum flow current value for said first valve dependent

upon said threshold value and a previous maximum flow current value.

4. The ground engaging vehicle of claim 3, wherein said controller is adapted

to read at least one attribute of said first valve, a difference between said threshold

value and said at least one attribute being added to said previous maximum flow

current value to establish said maximum flow current value.

5. The ground engaging vehicle of claim 4, wherein said at least one attribute

is a current flow, said threshold value being a threshold current.



6. The ground engaging vehicle of claim 1, wherein said plurality of actuators

includes a first actuator associated with said first valve, said first actuator being

hydraulically driven full stroke with at least a predetermined hydraulic pressure, said

threshold value being a current value established by said controller by sending an

increasing signal until said hydraulic connectivity is detected.

7. The ground engaging vehicle of claim 6, wherein said first valve is an

electrohydraulic valve having a current sensitive device, said current sensitive device

receiving said increasing signal, said threshold value being stored by said controller

8. The ground engaging vehicle of claim 7, wherein said threshold value is a

threshold current value.

9. The ground engaging vehicle of claim 8, wherein said first valve has a

memory associated therewith, said memory containing a previous threshold current

value and a maximum flow current value, said maximum flow current value being

replaced by a value calculated as said maximum flow current value plus a difference

between said threshold current value and said previous threshold current value, said

previous threshold current value being replaced by said threshold current value.

10. The ground engaging vehicle of claim 9, wherein said controller is

adapted to update a portion of said memory associated with each of said plurality of

valves, said memory containing a previous threshold current value and a maximum

flow current value for each of said plurality of valves, said maximum flow current

value being replaced by a value calculated as said maximum flow current value plus

a difference between said threshold current value and said previous threshold

current value, said previous threshold current value being replaced by said threshold

current value.

11. A ground engaging vehicle, comprising:

a frame;

an engine connected to said frame;



a controller; and

a hydraulic system powered by the engine, said hydraulic system including:

a plurality of actuators including a first actuator;

a plurality of valves including a first valve associated with a

corresponding one of said plurality of actuators, each of said plurality of valves is

operatively connected to said controller; and

at least one sensor adapted to send a signal to said controller

indicating a flow of hydraulic fluid through said first valve, said controller being

adapted to open said first valve allowing hydraulic fluid to pressurize said first

actuator until said first actuator is driven to an end of its stroke, said controller is

further adapted to close said first valve and send an increasing current to said first

valve, said at least one sensor detects a flow of hydraulic fluid through said first

valve, said controller being adapted to establish a threshold current value as the

value of said increasing current when said at least one sensor detects a flow of the

hydraulic fluid through said first valve.

12. The ground engaging vehicle of claim 11, wherein said at least one

sensor is a pressure sensor, said pressure sensor detecting a hydraulic pressure

value.

13. The ground engaging vehicle of claim 12, wherein said controller is

further adapted to establish a maximum flow current value for said first valve

dependent upon said threshold value and a previous maximum flow current value.

14. The ground engaging vehicle of claim 13, wherein said controller is

adapted to read a previous threshold current value of said first valve, a difference

between said threshold current value and said previous threshold current value

being added to said previous maximum flow current to establish said maximum flow

current value.



15. The ground engaging vehicle of claim 11, wherein said first valve is an

electrohydraulic valve having a current sensitive device, said current sensitive device

receiving said increasing current, said threshold current value being stored by said

controller

16. The ground engaging vehicle of claim 15, wherein said first valve has a

memory associated therewith, said memory containing a previous threshold current

value and a maximum flow current value, said maximum flow current value being

replaced by a value calculated as said maximum flow current value plus a difference

between said threshold current value and said previous threshold current value, said

previous threshold current value being replaced by said threshold current value.

17. A method of calibrating a hydraulic system associated with a ground

engaging vehicle, the steps including:

opening a valve allowing hydraulic fluid to pressurize an actuator until said

actuator is driven to an end of its stroke;

closing said valve;

sending an increasing current to said valve;

detecting a flow of hydraulic fluid through said valve; and

establishing a threshold current value as the value of said increasing current

when said detecting step detects said flow of said hydraulic fluid through said valve.

18. The method of claim 17, further comprising the step of establishing a

maximum flow current value for said valve dependent upon said threshold current

value and a previous maximum flow current value.

19. The method of claim 18, further comprising the step of reading a previous

threshold current value of said valve, a difference between said threshold current

value and said previous threshold current value being added to said previous

maximum flow current to establish said maximum flow current value.

20. The method of claim 19, further comprising the step of storing said

maximum flow current value and said threshold current value.



AMENDED CLAIMS

received by the International Bureau on 11 September 2008 (11. 09. 2008)

CLAIMS

1. Λ ground engaging vehicle, comprising:

a frame;

an engine connected to said frame;

a controller; and

a hydraulic system powered by said engine, said hydraulic system including:

a plurality of actuators;

a plurality of valves including a first valve associated with a corresponding one of

said plurality of actuators, each, of said plurality of valves being operatively connected to said

controller; and

at leEist one sensor adapted to send a measured value to said controller, said

measured value representative of a hydraulic connectivity through said first valve, said controller

adapted to send a signal to each of said plurality of valves, said controller further adapted to

establish a threshold value representative of a signal necessary to activate said first valve

dependent upon said measured value, said controller being further adapted to establish a

maximum flow current value for said first valve dependent upon said threshold value and a

previous maximum flow current value.

2. The ground engaging vehicle of claim 1, wherein said at least one sensor includes a

pressure sensor, said measured value being a hydraulic pressure value provided by said pressure

sensor.

3. (Cancelled)

4. The ground engaging vehicle of claim 1, wherein said controller is adapted to read at

least one attribute of said first valve, a difference between said threshold value and said at least

one attribute being added to said previous maximum flow current value to establish said

maximum flow current value.

5. The ground engaging vehicle of claim 4, wherein said at least one attribute is a current

flow, said threshold value being a threshold current.
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6 . A ground engaging vehicle, comprising:

a frame;

an engine connected to said frame;

a controller; and

a hydraulic system powered by said engine, said hydraulic system including:

a plurality of actuators;

a plurality of valves including a first valve associated with a corresponding one of

said plurality of actuators, each of said plurality of valves being operatively connected to said

controller; and

at least one sensor adapted to send a measured value to said controller, said measured

value representative of a hydraulic connectivity through said first valve, said controller adapted to

send a signal to each of said plurality of valves, said controller further adapted to establish a

threshold value representative of a signal necessary to activate said first valve dependent upon

said measured value said plurality of actuators includes a first actuator associated with said first

valve, said first actuator being hydraulicaUy driven full stroke with at least a predetermined

hydraulic pressure, said threshold value being a current value established by said controller by

sending an increasing signal until said hydraulic connectivity is detected

7. The ground engaging vehicle of claim 6, wherein said first valve is an electrohydrauiic

valve having a current sensitive device, said current sensitive device receiving said increasing

signal, said threshold value being stored by said controller

8. The ground engaging vehicle of claim 7, wherein said threshold value is a threshold

current value.

9. The ground engaging vehicle of claim 8, wherein said first valve has a memory

associated therewith, said memory containing a previous threshold current value and a maximum

flow current value, said maximum flow current value being replaced by a value calculated as said

maximum flow current value plus a difference between said threshold current value and said

previous threshold current value, said previous threshold current value being replaced by gaid

threshold current value.
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10. The ground engaging vehicle of claim 9, wherein, said controller is adapted to update

a portion of said memory associated with each of said plurality of valves, said memory containing

a previous threshold current -value and a maximum flow current value for each of said plurality of

valves, said maximum flow current value being replaced by a value calculated as said maximum

flow current value plus a difference between said threshold current value and said previous

threshold current value, said previous threshold current value being replaced by said threshold

current value.

I L A ground engaging vehicle, comprising:

frame;

an engine connected to said frame;

a controller; and

a hydraulic system powered by the engine, said hydraulic system including:

a plurality of actuators including a first actuator;

a plurality of valves including a first valve associated with a corresponding one of

said plurality of actuators, each of said plurality of valves is operatively connected to said

controller; and

at least one sensor adapted to send a signal to said controller indicating a flow of

hydτaulic fluid through said first valve, said controller being adapted to open said first valve

allowing hydraulic fluid to pressurize said first actuator until said first actuator is driven to an end

of its stroke, said controller is further adapted to close said first valve and send an increasing

current to said first valve, said at least one sensor detects a flow of hydraulic fluid through said

first valve, said controller being adapted to establish a threshold current value as the value of said

increasing current when said at least one sensor detects a flow of the hydraulic fluid through said

first valve.
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STATEMENT UNDER ARTICLE 19 (1)

Claims 1-20 are pending; claims 1 20 meet the criteria under PCT Articles 33(2) and

33(4) for novelty and industrial applicability. Claims 3-20 meet the criteria under PCT Article

33(3) for inventive step. The report notes that claims 1 and 2 allegedly fail to meet t e criteria

under PCT Article 33(3) for inventive step. The citations and explanations in the opinion rely on

U.S. Patent N 5,957,213 (Loraas et al.) and US. Patent No. 4,931,967 (Boe et al.). In response

to the report, claims 1, 4 and 6 have been amended; and claim 3 has been cancelled. Applicant

submits that claϊtns 1 2 and 4-20 now meet the criteria for novelty, inventive step and industrial

applicability.

Applicant has amended claim 1 to incorporate the element of claim 3, which the

Examiner has indicated meets the criteria of PCT Article 33(3) for inventive step, thereby placing

claim 1 in condition to also be recognized as including an inventive step. Claim 3 has been

cancelled since the elements are now incorporated into claim 1, and claim 4 has been amended to

provide for proper dependency om claim. . Further, claim 6 has been amended to place it into

independent form in, coπfbπnance with the findings of the Search Report to thereby place claim 6

and claims 7-10 depending therefrom, in condition for recognition as meeting the criteria of

novelty, inventive step and industrial applicability.
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For the foregoing reasons, Applicant submits that no combination of the cited refere ces

teach, disclose or suggest the subject matter of the claims, and that claims 1,2 and 4 20 satisfy the

criteria set forth in PCT Articles 33(2)-(4), and Applicant respectfully requests withdrawal of all

statements to the contrary.

Respectfully submitted,

Max W. Garwood
Registration No. 47589
Attorney for Applicant
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